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Synopsis coming soon.......
Who were the ancient Egyptians? Why did they build pyramids and how were mummies
made? These and other questions are answered with vivid, full colour illustrations and
photographs on every page, and short, easy to read text. This is a highly illustrated ebook that
can only be read on the Kindle Fire or other tablet. "No Key Stage 1 classroom should be
without the whole set." - The Bookseller
What do sharks like to eat? Which shark glows in the dark? And why do some sharks never
stop swimming? Packed with facts about nature's greatest predators and illustrated with fullcolour photographs, this book is specially written for children who are just beginning to read
alone. Includes links to recommended websites to find out more. This is a highly illustrated
ebook that can only be read on the Kindle Fire or other tablet. "Excellent for helping children to
learn to use books for research. Short chunks of text and plenty of pictures make these books
really fun to read." - Parents in Touch
This book explains, in simple language and with clear illustrations, what the climate is, and how
it is changing very rapidly at the moment, and the effects this is having on our planet. It tackles
suggestions about what needs to change in the way people live, from power stations to
farming, and explains why it's so difficult to do. Along the way, it also talks about what
individuals can do, including tips on how to keep a clear head and not get overwhelmed by bad
news. Part of the award-winning 'for Beginners' series, which includes Politics for Beginners,
Business for Beginners and Money for Beginners. Full-colour illustrations throughout,
combining diagrams and graphs with humorous comic strips. Created in collaboration with
Steve Smith, head of Climate Science at the UK government's Dept of Business, Energy and
Industrial Strategy, also a fellow at Oxford University.
A word book that lets you listen to 12 French words, spoken by a native speaker. Simply take
one of the 1 cards (each features 12 words) out of the envelope and slot it in as instructed.
Press 'go' and then press each of the pictures to hear how the word is pronounced. Contains
12 words, spoken by a native French speaker. For preschool children learning French as either
a first or second language.
A much-loved favourite, telling the story of a talking, boot-wearing cat whose wily ways take his
master on an exciting adventure, encountering an ogre, a king, and a princess along the way.
Part of Young Reading Series 1 for children just starting to read alone. "Irresistible for children
learning to read." - Child Education Plus
Travel through history and reach new heights with this breath-taking children's reference book,
all about jets, planes, and other sensational flying machines. Hop aboard the agile blackbird
spy plane as you become a pilot for the secret service, perform loops and flips in the
streamlined stunt plane, and compete against the best of the best in the magnificent microlight
plane, in this informative children's reference book. Touch the skies and discover all about the
different features of these aerodynamic aircrafts, and what makes them so exciting. With
fascinating facts, and beautiful, close-up photography, this children's book brings these
wonderful flying machines to life, and captivates and inspires its young readers. Did you know
that some jumbo jets can carry up to 660 passengers? Or that the blades on a chinook
helicopter spin at around 225 times per minute? There are thousands and thousands of winged
machines in the world, both past and present, so there is plenty to explore in this kid's plane
book. Whether they are budding pilots, or airplane enthusiasts, this reference book is perfect
for young readers with an appetite for information all about planes, jets, and other magnificent
machines that defy gravity.
PlanesUsborne Books
Text and pictures describe many aspect of volcanoes including eruptions, lava rivers, ash
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clouds, steaming springs, and more.
What makes the wind blow? How can rain sometimes be red? Why are tornadoes like vacuum
cleaners? You’ll find the answers and lots more about weird and wonderful weather in this
fascinating book. "No Key Stage 1 classroom should be without the whole set" - The
Bookseller
"A collection of two dozen easy-to-fold paper airplane designs (using no cutting or glue), as
well as innovative theories of flight. Includes the author's Guinness World Record-breaking
airplane as well as 16 tear-out model planes"-In this delightful tale, a big, grey ugly duckling feels unloved by the other ducklings, who are
little, yellow and fluffy. Wherever he goes, it seems that no one wants him. Will he ever find
any friends? A charming retelling of Hans Christian Andersen's classic tale, beautifully
illustrated. Part of the Usborne Reading Programme, a collection of over 400 reading books,
graded in eight levels and developed with reading experts. Level Four books are for readers
starting to read on their own.
50 PB of Very First Reading and First Reading Titles
From simple facts about the Sun, Moon and stars to exciting accounts of Moon landings and
eclipses, this book will fascinate young children just learning to read. Illustrated with colour
photographs and diagrams, this carefully written book will encourage young children to read
and find out more about the Universe.
This innovative book brings a fresh and exciting approach to the practical world of science,
combining creative arts and crafts activities with the basics of physics, chemistry and biology.
From shark attacks and blazing airships to exploding spacecraft and sinking submarines, find
out what made the difference between life and death in these ten thrilling stories of survival.
Gripping and engaging for readers who prefer real life to fiction.

Each sheet of this bumper, tear-off pad can easily be folded into a brightly
patterned paper plane. The cover folds out to reveal simple instructions for
making each type of plane and flying tips are included at the back.
When were the first trains built? How do some trains go uphill? What's it like to
drive a train? Specially written for children who are just beginning to read alone
this fact-filled book has all the answers and more. Includes full-colour
photographs and links to recommended websites to find out more. This is a
highly illustrated ebook that can only be read on the Kindle Fire or other tablet.
"Excellent for helping children to learn to use books for research. Short chunks of
text and plenty of pictures make these books really fun to read." - Parents in
Touch
Describes different types of fighter planes, what their different functions are, and
how they are constructed.
Traces the history of fighter planes from the dogfights of World War I to the
missions flown by modern stealth fighters.
Designed to introduce young children to the unfamiliar situation of visiting the
dentist in an amusing and friendly way. Features Stephen Cartwright's delightful
illustrations, providing lots to look at and talk about. An ideal starting point for
young children and adults to discuss first experiences.
From military planes to the commercial jumbo jet to space shuttles, the Big Book
of Airplanes is a spectacular look at a subject that fascinates kids. Find out how
farmers use planes to help manage their crops and get a look at the brightly
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colored planes at an airshow and find out how their designs help them pull off
exciting stunts and acrobatics. Each type of plane gets its own spread and
features multiple images to give kids a look inside. Captions and text on the page
go into detail about how each plane operates and the different tasks it performs
from the ultralight planes that are used for sport to the seaplanes that can land on
water. With striking images and informative text, Big Book of Airplanes is the
perfect guide for young readers who want to learn more about different aircrafts
used around the world.
A fantastic selection of dragon stories from all over the world, gorgeously
illustrated by Khoa Le, and starring a wide variety of dragons. Here you will find
four dragons from China who save their country, alongside a dragon whose tears
cause tulips to bloom, and a reluctant dragon who refuses to fight -- even when
St. George comes to town. Part of Usborne's Illustrated Story Collections. Perfect
for sharing or reading alone. A wonderful addition to the family bookshelf and a
gift to be treasured.
Have you ever wondered what’s inside you? Take a tour around your amazing
body and find out what your heart and lungs do, how you see and hear, where
food goes and more. "No Key Stage 1 classroom should be without the whole
set" - The Bookseller
This inspiring pack of cards is full of yummy recipes to bake and eat, or give as gifts.
Are you ready to be an explorer? Do you know how to cope with searing heat and intense
cold? Can you find food and water in the wild? Avoid deadly diseases? Fight back against maneating beasts? Bear Grylls World Adventure Survival Camp will teach you everything you need
to know to cope in all weather and terrain. The perfect gift for any young adventurers in
training.
This book is packed with scrumptious ideas for young chefs. Simple step-by-step instructions
and helpful tips show you all the cooking skills you will need, from boiling an egg to decorating
a cake.
Describes how the body digests food, what certain nutrional elements the body uses and for
what, why eating healthy is important, and what causes food poisoning and allergies.
Let your imagination take flight! This fact-filled book features planes from A to Z, including the
Aviation Trainer Six, the Electra, and the Zero. An high-flying tour of the alphabet and a history
of flying machines the Wright Brothers to hobbyist's model airplanes. Learn which type of plane
is best for a dogfight, see the type of plane Charles Lindbergh flew in the first nonstop flight
across the Atlantic, and much more. From the first flight of the Wright Flyer in 1903 to the age
of jets, Rob Bolster's vivid illustrations will send you soaring through the skies in this dynamic
celebration of flight.
An introduction to coding for complete beginners, this friendly and accessible book teaches
children the basics of Scratch (a free, online programme developed by MIT which is widely
used in primary schools), allowing them to get inside the code of their computer and create
simple games and animations on screen. "Coding for Beginners using Scratch does an
excellent job of making it a fun and accessible journey for even the youngest readers ... It is
both a great starter lesson for moving on to more advanced software and a book to give you a
new hobby with which to impress friends" - LoveReading4Kids "A super guide to coding for
beginners... Written so clearly and simply that even a non-coding adult could understand it." Lancashire Evening Post "An accessible introduction, walking children through the basics
before getting them started on some fun projects to stretch their skills." - The Guardian "An
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ideal introduction to what will be a very important subject for the kids of today." - Silicon
Republic "The clear explanations make every project easily achievable and will really give
children confidence to tackle coding for themselves; the end results are great fun and very
satisfying, giving children a strong sense of achievement." - Parents in Touch "Start from
Scratch, literally, and build up your coding skills with the help of this step-by-step guide to one
of the most popular coding languages for children." - Cork Evening Echo "An introduction to
the computer language especially suited to beginners." - Books for Keeps
With simple, step-by-step instructions and illustrations this book shows readers how to make
delicious cakes, biscuits and pastries even when one is not an experienced cook.
Which animals come out at night? How do they find food in the dark? Where do they go during
the day? In this book you'll find the answers and lots more about the secret world of night
animals. The easy-to-read text has been specially written with the help of a reading expert.
Suggested Web sites add to the adventure.
Lift the flaps of this book and discover what grown-ups do, whether they work by day or night,
outdoors or indoors, up high or even under the ground. This fascinating introduction to over
100 jobs, from nurses, to musicians and arborists, opens up a world of possibilities. Flaps on
every page reveal what happens behind the scenes, whether at the fire station or a busy
restaurant kitchen. Gives children a sense of the rich array of jobs out there, while focusing on
the things that most jobs have in common - teamwork, communication and helping people. A
fabulous addition to the popular Look Inside series.
An exciting look at the world of dinosaurs, presenting fascinating prehistoric facts in simple
flowing text. Usborne First Reading books are designed to capture the imagination and build
the confidence of beginner readers. This book includes audio and links to downloadable
worksheets and teacher's notes. "Irresistible for children learning to read. " - Child Education
Plus
Peep inside a plane to discover how it works. Peep into the cockpit, push the throttle and flap
down the wheels as you follow the plane on a journey around the world. With lots of flaps to
peep under and holes to look through, little ones will enjoy discovering the topic in a hands-on
way. There is so much to look at and talk about, from the pilot's controls to the secret bedroom
below the cockpit. The first in an exciting new series peeping inside things that go and how
they work.
A look at plane travel, kinds of airplanes.
A children's baking bible to treasure and enjoy, even into adulthood. Rigorously tested, step-bystep recipes, fully illustrated, ensure perfect results, even for beginners.
Featuring brand new paper plane models, simple step-by-step folding instructions and a suite
of futuristic designs inspired by next-generation planes and spaceplanes, this book is perfect
for young and old fans of other Usborne paper planes books. Featuring new and improved
paper plane models. Striking original artwork by Rodrigo Cordeiro and Andy Tudor. Simple, failsafe, step-by-step folding instructions.
Tim and Rosie Tripp and their parents travel by airplane on their vacation.
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